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Sermon – “Soap on a Rope” – 10-11-19 - Eighteenth Sunday after Pentecost 

Grace and Peace…We pause and reflect on the grace of God given to each of us and 

response to God for this gift of grace. We pause and reflect…Amen. 

Rarely do we have two texts referring to the same affliction in our lectionary, but 

this morning our first reading and our gospel present us with something most of us have 

never experienced.  According to WebMD; Leprosy is an infectious disease that causes 

severe, disfiguring skin sores and nerve damage in the arms, legs, and skin. The disease 

has been around since ancient times, often surrounded by terrifying, negative stigmas 

and tales of leprosy patients being shunned as outcasts.  

WebMD writes, leprosy is actually not that contagious. You can catch it only if 

you come into close and repeated contact with nose and mouth droplets from someone 

with untreated leprosy. Today, about 180,000 people worldwide are infected with 

leprosy, according to the World Health Organization, most of them in Africa and Asia. 

About 100 people are diagnosed with leprosy in the U.S. every year, mostly in the South, 

California, Hawaii. 
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Leprosy is described as a dreaded disease during the time of Jesus and his 

disciples, not because it killed people, but because people remained alive without any 

hope. It is treatable today, even though the fear of Leprosy remains as something which 

seems life threatening due to the uncertainty around it. 

Healing and compassion are two things that Jesus shared with people everywhere 

he went. Today in our Gospel Jesus is on the road between Samaria and Galilee when he 

encounters a group of people afflicted with leprosy 

This group of ten cried out for Jesus to cure them. They were outcasts of society, 

feared by others because of their contagious disease.  These people lived with the 

stigma of their affliction which at the time had no cure.   They were shunned by others 

and often blamed for their disease.   

Can you think of other times in the course of history where people were 

“shunned” out of fear? AIDS is one, but also any of the plagues of the world or even 

because of one’s ethnicity. Mental Illness also has a history of hiddenness or being 

shunned out of the fear that Schizophrenia or Psychosis was contagious.  Society shuns 

and locks people away because we don’t want to catch what they have, even if is poverty 

and homelessness. 

Those 10 people with leprosy cried out to Jesus for mercy and healing. Somehow, 

they knew of Jesus ability to heal people and in their desperation,  they plead for his 

help. Jesus was moved with compassion on their situation and they were healed.  

The significant factor in the healing of these 10 with leprosy was that only one 

returned to say thank you.  The Samaritan, who was already seen as unclean by virtue 

of his cultural identity and also his affliction of leprosy did the right thing.  This man’s 
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gratefulness is evident to Jesus.   

One of the things I remember learning as a child was to say, thank you. “Don’t 

forget to say thank you to grandma for the gift she gave you for Christmas.”  Every 

year I would get either Brut or Old Spice cologne and soap on a rope from Grandma and 

every year I would say thank you, even if it went on the shelf in the back of my closet.  

My Grandma didn’t have a lot of money, but she made sure that all her grandchildren 

got presents.  It was important for her to give us gifts and it was important me to say 

thank you.  Whenever I see Brut or Old Spice cologne and soap on a rope, I remember 

how important it was for her to give me and her other grandchildren gifts.   

What Jesus did for those afflicted with Leprosy was not at all the same as the 

cologne and soap on a rope that my grandma gave me every year, but both were reasons 

to be grateful.  We all need reminders to say thank you for the gifts of grace given to us 

by God, even though we may take God’s Grace for granted sometimes.  I knew that I 

was going to get the same type of present from my grandma every year, but I still said, 

“thank you.” I miss her gifts of “soap on a rope” even though I didn’t use them and 

sometimes took them for granted. 

Only one of the 10 who had been healed from a condition which seemed hopeless 

came back to praise and thank God for the gift of new life.  We can only speculate what 

the other nine did, maybe they were so overwhelmed and didn’t even think to say, 

“thank you.” Maybe they took the gift of healing for granted because healing was Jesus 

“Job” so why would they need to say thanks. Maybe they were just oblivious like they 

had just won the lottery.  Being taken for granted is not something most people like, 

but we do that with each other and even God sometimes.  
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Being grateful for the grace given to us each day by God can be challenging.  

Maybe there is an expectation that it is God’s “Job” is to bestow grace on us, so why say 

thanks.  Maybe it is hard to find even a small thing to grateful for, especially in this 

time of division when war breaks out the drop of a hat or change in policy.  Why be 

grateful when grace is something hard to identify and even more difficult to receive?  

When we are truly grateful to God even in small ways, one’s attitude changes.  

Those afflicted with the hopeless disease of leprosy realized something, some possibility 

of hope when they called on Jesus to help them. How quickly nine of the ten forgot 

about the source of their healing. 

We all need reminders to be grateful and give thanks to God, who is the source of 

all life.  My mom made sure that I thanked my grandma and countless others who have 

been supportive in my journey of life.  Gratefulness begets hope even when everything 

seems hopeless.  Even those healed from their leprosy by Jesus realized that there was 

some hope when everything seemed hopeless.   

Our mission as Christian people is to share and live out the unconditional grace 

given to us by God, daily.  We may take this grace for granted because we have come to 

expect God’s Grace, that’s why we need reminders.   We often take others for granted 

too, our significant relationships, the relationships we have with those who gather here 

regularly for worship and those in need who we avoid or look past with a blind eye 

because their affliction bothers us.   

As faithful followers of Christ, we need to ask ourselves how we can show 

compassion to those who seem different than we are, because they too are children of 

God.  Showing compassion to others is more than seeing God’s Grace as the “soap on a 
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rope” that is taken for granted.  We share the Grace of God, which is new each day even 

if it is hard to see. We are reminded to be grateful and show kindness and compassion to 

a world that often forgets to say, “thank you!” Amen 
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